
“Experience first hand 
the dream of Ferrari and 

of the most famous 
Italian tenor in the 

world” 
                                 
  Meeting and Greet with our driver and departure to Maranello to visit the FERRARI MUSEUM. You will experience firsthand the dream: a unique and engaging journey through the cars that have made the history of motoring on tracks and roads all over the world.   At the end departure to CASA MUSEO PAVAROTTI: His house reflects the vibrant personality of its owner. Warm light fills the space with cherished letters from friends like Frank Sinatra, Bono and Princess Di . Costumes, unique memorabilia and countless awards pay tribute to his illustrious career . But  it’s the everyday items in intimate rooms that reveal the man behind the scenes.  

 This tour continue with the  MUSEO CASA ENZO FERRARI visit :  the birthplace of a legend which contains two distinct and complementary realities: the first is the house where Enzo Ferrari was born in 1898 and the second is an exhibition gallery, a futuristic building to tell the world about the passion that produced dream cars, a 5000 m2 structure designed by Jan Kaplicky.   
 

Price per person : € 185,00 
( up to 4 person )  

 

Price per person : € 315,00 
( up to 2 person )  

Includes: Private driver for the whole day * Entrance to the  FERRARI MUSEUM * Entrance and visit with audio guide at the PAVAROTTI MUSEUM HOUSE * Entrance to the ENZO FERRARI MUSEUM HOUSE * Medical Insurance , Vat . Not Include : Meals  * personal Extras  *  
AVAILABILITY  : All the Year |  
RESERVATION : MUST BE SUBMITTED  2 WEEK EARLIER 
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